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Abstract. We propose that a top priority of the cerebral
cortex must be the discovery and explicit representation
of the environmental variables that contribute as major
factors to environmental regularities. Any neural representation in which such variables are represented only
implicitly (thus requiring extra computing to use them)
will make the regularities more complex and therefore
more diﬃcult, if not impossible, to learn. The task of
discovering such important environmental variables is
not an easy one since their existence is only indirectly
suggested by the sensory input patterns the cortex
receives – these variables are ‘‘hidden’’. We present a
candidate computational strategy for (i) discovering
regularity-simplifying environmental variables, (ii)
learning the regularities, and (iii) using regularities in
perceptual and decision-making tasks. The SINBAD
computational model discovers useful environmental
variables through a search for diﬀerent, but nevertheless
highly correlated, functions of any kind over nonoverlapping subsets of the known variables, this being
indicative of some important environmental variable
that is responsible for the correlation. We suggest that
such a search is performed in the neocortex by the
dendritic trees of individual pyramidal cells. According
to the SINBAD model, the basic function of each
pyramidal cell is to (i) discover and represent one of the
regularity-simplifying environmental variables and (ii)
learn to infer the state of its variable from the states of
other variables, represented by other pyramidal cells. A
network of such cells – each cell just attending to
representation of its variable – can function as a
sophisticated and useful inferential model of the outside
world.
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1 Introduction
We live in a world that is, to a large degree, orderly. All
aspects of our lives – the way our hands interact with
objects or our balance and mobility are aﬀected by the
surface we stand on, what signiﬁcant events happen
around us and what impacts we can have on them, our
overall living conditions, etc. – are to a large degree
predictable by us; this is what enables us to have
purposeful and successful behaviors. Mammals, in
general, are very adept at discovering this order through
learning. They are born with only rudimentary innate
skills and understanding of the world, but in the course
of interacting with their surroundings they gradually
discover regularities that are hidden in the spatiotemporal patterns of activities of their sensory receptors,
allowing them to acquire great expertise in dealing with
the challenges and opportunities posed by their environments.
Discovering hidden order is possibly the most challenging task performed by the brain. Its demands are
certain to be among the most fundamental determinants
that shaped the brain’s functional design. In this paper
we consider obstacles to learning environmental regularities, propose how these obstacles can be overcome,
and formulate a general computational approach to
discovering deeply hidden regularities. We next suggest
how this approach might be implemented in the neocortex. Finally, we conclude with how the neocortex
might internally represent the environmental order it
discovers and how such an internal model of the outside
world might guide interactions of an animal with its
environment.
2 The core idea: learning the identities of important
environmental variables
2.1 What are the obstacles to learning regularities?
Interdependence among environmental variables – arising from interactions among the constituents of the
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environment – makes it possible to infer (i.e., compute
with some degree of accuracy) the state of one variable
from the known states of some other variables. In other
words, the variables have inferential relations with other
variables. The question that we will consider ﬁrst is how
a hypothetical observer can discover as many of these
inferential relations as possible.
We will illustrate our considerations with the example
of a brain prototype whose task is to learn the orderly
nature of kitchen sinks through observation of diﬀerent
sinks in diﬀerent states. To simplify matters, we will
suppose that all sinks in our example receive water from
two pipes and are controlled by the following ﬁve variables: HC indicates which of the two pipes carries hot
water and which cold water (0 – the left pipe is hot and
the right pipe is cold, 1 – vice versa), DIRL and DIRR are
the directions in which the left and the right knobs
should be turned to open the pipes (0 – clockwise, 1 –
counterclockwise), and KPL and KPR are the radial
positions of the two knobs. Sinks in diﬀerent kitchens
can have diﬀerent DIRL , DIRR , and HC; KPL and KPR
can vary across time in the same sink.
These ﬁve variables determine the ﬂows of water
through the two pipes:
FL ¼ ð1  DIRL  KPL þ 2  DIRL  KPL Þ=2
FR ¼ ð1  DIRR  KPR þ 2  DIRR  KPR Þ=2 :

and
ð1Þ

In turn, the ﬂows of water through the two pipes
determine the total water outﬂow from the faucet and its
temperature:
FT ¼ FL þ FR


and

t ¼ ðð1  HCÞ  FL þ HC  FR Þ=ðFL þ FR Þ :

t ¼

ð2Þ

not knowing about the existence of some of the factors
contributing to them. This is a fundamental problem
faced by real brains, considering that their sensory
receptors reﬂect only indirectly the environmental variables that are relevant to behavior. If an environmental
variable that plays an important role in some regularity
is not among the variables known to an observer but is
reﬂected implicitly in the behaviors of some of the
known variables, then the observer can still, in principle,
learn the regularity. However, the regularity will now
become more complex, involving all these extra variables with their implicit information about the missed
key variable. This involvement of more variables and,
likely, extra nonlinearities contributed by them will
make the regularity more diﬃcult to learn. Given that
learning capabilities are not unlimited (no matter how
intelligent the observer), a regularity can thus easily be
placed beyond an observer’s grasp.
This lesson illustrates an argument of Clark and
Thornton (1997) about the necessity of representing
inferentially important environmental variables explicitly: to learn regularities, it is crucial ﬁrst to learn separately the identities of as many environmental factors
contributing to those regularities as possible. Clark and
Thornton call this ‘‘trading representation against
computation’’. In the case of kitchen sinks, our prototypical brain should learn about the ﬂow of water
through each pipe, i.e., it should learn about the existence of variables FL and FR from observing the known
variables, and it should learn to infer the states of FL and
FR from the states of the other variables, and vice versa.
Knowledge of FL and FR will simplify our brain prototype’s task of learning the regularities governing the
sink, i.e., how each variable relates to the other vari-

ð1  HCÞð1  DIRL  KPL þ 2  DIRL  KPL Þ þ HC  ð1  DIRR  KPR þ 2  DIRR  KPR Þ
:
2  DIRL  KPL þ 2  DIRL  KPL  DIRR  KPR þ 2  DIRR  KPR

To learn the orderly nature of sinks is to learn the
inferential relations among these variables. This task
may be deﬁned explicitly as learning how to determine
the state of each variable from the states of the other
variables.
Brains have only limited direct sensory access to
things in the world. To reﬂect this situation, suppose our
brain prototype cannot see inside the pipes and therefore
does not know about the ﬂows of water through them,
i.e., variables FL and FR are not given to it by its sensors.
Luckily, because FL and FR are implicit in the states of
other variables, the relations among the remaining
variables can still be deﬁned without FL and FR . But these
relations will be more complex. For example, compare
equation (3), expressing t as a function of the known
variables HC, DIRL , KPL , DIRR , KPR with the much
simpler equation (2). The more complex the inferential
relations, the more diﬃcult it will be to learn them; at
some degree of complexity it will become impossible.
To draw a lesson from this example, a major source of
diﬃculty in learning regularities (inferential relations) is

ð3Þ

ables. For example, instead of (3), it will need to learn
the simpler equation (2).
But how can our brain prototype discover the existence of these inferentially useful variables FL and FR ? It
will have to derive them from the known variables, i.e., it
will have to learn to compute their states from the states
of the known variables.
2.2 How can important environmental variables be
discovered?
Hidden environmental variables that are involved in
regularities but are reﬂected only implicitly in the known
variables can be learned from the known variables by
looking for what Barlow (1992) calls ‘‘suspicious
coincidences’’ among sensory events. That is, we should
look for ‘‘something’’ in one subset of the known
variables that correlates with ‘‘something’’ in another
such subset. These ‘‘somethings’’ are, mathematically,
functions of some sort over the two subsets of the known
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variables. Thus we should look among various functions
over various subsets of the known variables, searching
for such pairs of functions over nonoverlapping subsets
of variables that will show correlated behaviors. There
must be a reason why these diﬀerent functions are
correlated, something in the environment that is responsible for their statistical interdependence. This means
that by identifying a pair of correlated functions we, in
eﬀect, detect some inﬂuential variable operating in the
environment that is responsible for the correlation
(Barlow 1992; Becker and Hinton 1992; Phillips and
Singer, 1997; Ryder and Favorov 2001; Ryder 2004).
Once we ﬁnd such correlated functions, we can use them
as alternative estimates of the same, likely to be
regularity-simplifying, environmental variable.
Such inﬂuential variables are very likely to have other
eﬀects in the observed environment besides the ones that
led to their recognition (Ryder 2004). And once we have
learned to recognize an inﬂuential environmental variable by some of its eﬀects, it will become easier to notice
its other eﬀects. First, it will become easier to learn those
inferential relations that depend on this variable. Second, it will also become easier to learn to recognize this
variable by its other – subtler – manifestations. Finally,
once we have learned to recognize a number of new
variables, we can look for suspicious coincidences
among them (i.e., among functions over these variables),
thus discovering higher-order inﬂuential variables, etc.
If we apply this method of discovering inferentially
useful variables to kitchen sinks, we will observe that
the
following
two
functions,
fa ðDIRL ; KPL Þ ¼
ð1  DIRL  KPL þ 2  DIRL  KPL Þ=2 and fb ðFT ; HC; t Þ ¼
ðFT  ðt  HCÞÞ=ð1  2  HCÞ, correlate perfectly, i.e.,
fa ðDIRL ; KPL Þ ¼ fb ðFT ; HC; t Þ. The fact that these two
functions correlate perfectly indicates that they compute
a variable X ¼ fa ðDIRL ; KPL Þ ¼ fb ðFT ; HC; t Þ that plays
a signiﬁcant role in kitchen sinks. Variable X , in fact,
expresses the ﬂow of water in the left pipe, FL . As we saw
above in comparing (2) and (3), the discovery of this
variable will simplify the inferential relations among the
sink variables. For examples of applications of this
approach, such as discovery of surfaces in stereograms,
recognition of moving objects, and speaker-independent
vowel recognition, see Becker and Hinton (1992), Becker
(1996, 1999), and Stone (1996).
2.3 How does the neocortex discover important
environmental variables?
Our current knowledge of neocortical neurons and their
networks is clearly too limited to answer this fundamental question with any degree of certainty. Still, it is
important to consider the possibilities based on what is
known because only such considerations will identify
what critical knowledge is missing and how to acquire it
(by making predictions and by suggesting how these
predictions can be tested experimentally). In this spirit,
we oﬀer here our exploratory proposal on how the
neocortex might discover inﬂuential environmental
variables, using it to highlight the issues involved in this

task and to identify some major, but previously
neglected, questions concerning basic cortical properties.
The general computational approach to ﬁnding correlated functions over diﬀerent inputs has been developed by Becker (1995, 1996, 1999) and Becker and
Hinton (1992). The basic idea is to set up two or more
computational modules that look at separate but related
parts of the sensory input and to make these ‘‘search’’
modules teach each other to produce outputs that match
their own as closely as possible. In this way the modules
will learn to perform diﬀerent operations (i.e., functions)
on their diﬀerent inputs so as to yield correlated outputs.
The interlinked modules will thus learn to ‘‘speak with a
single voice’’, which will carry explicit information about
some inﬂuential environmental variable, the one that
explains the correlation. We call this general computational approach ‘‘the mining of correlated functions’’.
Becker’s basic concept forms one of the cornerstones
of Phillips and Singer’s (1997) view of the cerebral cortex.
Phillips and Singer propose that contextual (i.e., lateral,
as opposed to aﬀerent) inputs to cortical cells guide them
to tune to those stimulus features in their receptive ﬁelds
that are predictably related to the context in which they
occur. In this way, by discovering predictable relations
between diﬀerent inputs (within vs. outside their receptive ﬁelds), cortical cells become better indicators of
objectively important variables in the external world.
Phillips and Singer oﬀered a possible mechanism for how
such tuning might be accomplished. Unfortunately, that
mechanism is limited in its practical utility due to its
inability to search for correlations among nonlinear
functions, although these are the functions most likely to
relate inﬂuential environmental variables to each other in
the real world. Still, Phillips and Singer’s focus on individual cortical cells as discoverers of correlated functions
is very appealing: placing the mechanism in the dendritic
trees of individual cells (rather than requiring multicellular modules) greatly expands the number of inferentially useful variables that the brain will be able to
discover in the environment. As Barlow (1995) has argued, such an emphasis upon the power of individual
cortical cells does not entail any unacceptable commitment to ‘‘grandmother cells’’.
Looking in the dendritic apparatus of neocortical
pyramidal cells for a candidate mechanism, we ﬁnd the
main, or principal, dendrites originating from the soma
to be the most promising candidates for the role of
Becker’s search modules (Ryder and Favorov 2001).
Neocortical pyramidal cells have 5–8 principal dendrites:
4–7 basal dendrites and the apical dendrite with its side
branches (Feldman 1984). Each principal dendrite
sprouts an elaborate, treelike pattern of branches. Just
as is required of the search modules, such a dendritic tree
is capable of complex forms of nonlinear integration of
its synaptic inputs (Mel 1994; Häusser et al. 2000; Koch
and Segev 2000; Segev and London 2000). Even more,
we observe that (i) the shape of a dendritic tree is a
major determinant of its integrative properties, (ii)
principal dendrites in diﬀerent and in the same cells are
all very individualistic in the shapes of their trees, and
(iii) these trees are eminently malleable in response to
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sensory experiences (Quartz and Sejnowski 1997;
Woolley 1999; Matus 2000; McAllister 2000). Together
these observations suggest that, just as is expected of the
search modules, diﬀerent principal dendrites implement
diﬀerent input-to-output transfer functions and, furthermore, that these functions are shaped by sensory
experiences. (For a direct experimental demonstration of
stimulation-induced changes in nonlinear integrating
properties of pyramidal dendrites, see Wang et al. 2003).
Another feature of principal dendrites that supports
their candidacy for the role of the search modules concerns the requirement that the modules teach each other
to produce correlated outputs. In dendrites, synaptic
learning is controlled both by the presynaptic activity
and by the output activity of the postsynaptic cell; the
latter is signaled to each synapse by spikes that are
backpropagated from the soma up through each dendrite
(Markram et al. 1997; Stuart et al. 1997). This means
that, through its contribution to the cell’s output, the
output of each principal dendrite can inﬂuence the
strengths of synaptic connections on the cell’s other
dendrites. Due to the Hebbian properties of cortical
synaptic plasticity (e.g., Singer 1995; Paulsen and
Sejnowski 2000), the eﬀect of this inﬂuence will be for
each principal dendrite to drive the other principal dendrites of the same cell to learn to behave the way it does.
Thus it appears that each principal dendrite will, as required of the search modules, teach the other dendrites of
the same cell to behave the way it does while also learning
from them. If that were the case, then through such
mutual teaching and learning all the principal dendrites
in a cell would be learning to produce correlated outputs.
Now, turning to potential challenges to our choice of
principal dendrites to play the role of search modules,
there are two major areas of uncertainty. The ﬁrst one
concerns the types of input-to-output transfer functions
that a principal dendrite can be made to learn by other
dendrites. There is little doubt that principal dendrites
can be taught linear functions, but those would be of
limited utility in discovering inﬂuential environmental
variables. Instead, to function eﬀectively as the search
modules, principal dendrites in a cell must be capable of
teaching each other at least simple, if not moderately
complex, nonlinear transfer functions. This is not an
implausible expectation given that neocortical dendritic
learning is turning out to be a very complex, multifactorial phenomenon, as evidenced by the active and
constantly evolving experimental and theoretical research in this area (e.g., Markram et al. 1998; Johnston
et al. 1999; Häusser et al. 2000; Segev and London 2000;
Paulsen and Sejnowski 2000; Williams and Stuart 2000;
Poirazi and Mel 2001; Stuart and Häusser 2001; Vetter
et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2003). Unfortunately, it is still a
poorly understood phenomenon and, in particular, little
is known about whether and how a dendrite can modify
its nonlinear integrative properties. Consequently, our
expectation that principal dendrites are capable of
teaching one another nonlinear transfer functions
should be regarded at this point as a necessary, but
largely unsubstantiated, prediction in need of continued
experimental testing.

Another requirement for pyramidal cells to be eﬀective in mining correlated functions is that diverse sensory
information reaches diﬀerent principal dendrites of the
same cell. To function as the search modules, diﬀerent
principal dendrites in a cell must be exposed to diﬀerent
sets of environmental variables that carry implicit
information about the same hidden environmental variable(s). In support of this requirement, there are a
number of reasons to suppose that neocortical pyramidal cells are exposed to diverse but related information.
One source of this diversity is cortical topographic
organization. Its signiﬁcance lies in the fact that most
regularities in natural environments (or at least most of
the regularities that we are able to appreciate perceptually) are local in one way or another. For example,
lower-order regularities in peripheral input patterns involve environmental conditions in close spatial proximity to each other; consequently, exposing diﬀerent
dendrites of a pyramidal cell in primary sensory cortex
to raw information from distant spatial locations would
be useless. In agreement with this observation, aﬀerent
connections to cortical areas do not all contact each and
every cell there but have clear topographic organization
(e.g., body maps in somatosensory and motor cortices,
retinotopic maps in visual cortex, etc.). These maps are
created in middle cortical layers by a host of genetic and
epigenetic mechanisms (e.g., von der Malsburg and
Singer 1988). In the context of this paper’s argument, we
anticipate that the mechanisms that control perinatal
development and adult maintenance of cortical topographic maps are designed to supply each cortical
neighborhood with limited but functionally related
information in order to improve cells’ chances of ﬁnding
important environmental variables (Barlow 1986).
To suggest one such mechanism, as reviewed elsewhere
(Favorov and Kelly 1996), when receptive ﬁelds of cortical cells are considered in toto, in all their dimensions,
neighboring neurons typically have little in common – a
stimulus that is eﬀective in driving one cell will frequently
be much less eﬀective in driving its neighbor. Correspondingly, even adjacent neurons carry in common less
than 20% of stimulus-related information (Gawne et al.
1996; Richmond et al. 1997; Vinje and Gallant 2000;
Reich et al. 2001). Thus it appears that local neuronal
populations bring together a variety of diﬀerent but related sensory information concerning a local region of the
stimulus space, with neighboring neurons carrying only
minimally redundant information about what takes place
in that stimulus space. Because this information comes
from a local region of the stimulus space, it is likely to be
rich in regularities reﬂecting the orderly features of the
outside world. Thus it appears that local cortical neighborhoods create local informational environments
enriched in regularity but low in redundancy (for a possible mechanism responsible for diﬀerences among
neighboring minicolumns, see Favorov and Kelly
1994a,b). Such local cortical environments are exactly the
right informational environments for pyramidal cells, to
be mined by them in their search for correlated functions.
That is, each basal dendrite of a pyramidal cell will extend
through a functionally distinct cortical territory and be
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exposed to a unique combination of aﬀerent information
via synaptic connections with radially oriented axons of
neurons there (DeFelipe and Farinas 1992; Malach
1994). Thus exposed to diﬀerent but related sensory
information, basal dendrites in a cell will have an
opportunity to ﬁnd correlated functions over diﬀerent
environmental variables, tuning the cell to the underlying
environmental factor.
Are the inputs to diﬀerent principal dendrites of
neocortical pyramidal cells suﬃciently diverse to be
consistent with their proposed role as the search modules? The answer to this question depends greatly on the
form of nonlinear learning that these dendrites perform,
which – as we just discussed – is itself an unanswered
question. Because of this uncertainty, all that we can do
now is draw attention to the functional signiﬁcance of
the subject of input diﬀerences among pyramidal cell
dendrites and make the prediction that these diﬀerences
will turn out to be suﬃcient to enable pyramidal cells to
discover hidden environmental variables.
Thus to conclude, while other possibilities ought to be
explored as well, we are inclined toward the possibility
that the task of discovering hidden environmental variables is carried out by the principal dendrites of individual neocortical pyramidal cells. In this scenario,
diﬀerent principal dendrites in a cell take diﬀerent sensory inputs but learn to convert their diﬀerent inputs to
mutually correlated outputs (even though that will often
require learning nonlinear operations). By thus discovering correlated functions over diﬀerent subsets of
environmental variables, dendrites tune the cell to the
environmental variable responsible for this correlation.
We have named this conceptual model of the pyramidal
cell ‘‘SINBAD’’ (Ryder and Favorov 2001). This name
is an acronym that stands for Set of INteracting
BAckpropagating Dendrites, where ‘‘backpropagating’’
refers to the teaching signal (e.g., a spike) that is sent
back along the dendrites from the soma as a part of
dendritic learning.
Pyramidal cells with access to the original, sensoryreceptor-expressed variables can be expected to ﬁnd only
the least hidden among regularity-simplifying environmental variables. However, by feeding the outputs of
those cells to another layer of pyramidal cells (e.g.,
primary visual cortical area V1 projecting to V2), the
latter cells will be able to derive the next generation of
variables from the variables derived by the ﬁrst layer,
revealing a deeper order (Mel 1997). The next layer of
pyramidal cells will discover variables implicit in those
found by the preceding layer, etc. This way, a series of
layers (i.e., cortical areas) will be able to discover very
deeply hidden orderly features of the environment.
3 An inferential model: the cortical representation
of the world’s order
3.1 Learning the environmental regularities
To move from the question of discovering important
environmental variables to the one of how these

variables can be used in learning and representing
environmental regularities, let us sketch this task ﬁrst
in general terms. Thus the basic problem that we face is
that we are given a set of original (sensor-given)
variables that are only distantly related to each other.
The solution is to proceed by ﬁrst deriving new variables
from the original ones, as described in Sect. 2.2. These
new variables, as prominent environmental factors, will
have inferential signiﬁcance for other variables and thus
will provide inferential links between the variables used
to determine their states and the variables whose states
can be inferred from them. Thus, by placing the newly
derived variables in between the original ones, we will
break down the complex inferential relations among the
original variables into simpler inferential relations, from
the original variables to the derived ones, and from the
derived variables to other original ones. The more
inferentially signiﬁcant variables we add to our repertoire (deriving them from the original and the already
derived ones), the more distant inferential relations will
be broken down into ones that are simpler and easier to
learn.
Thus, as a general approach, we should aim to derive
as many variables as we can and learn as many ways to
infer each variable from the other ones as we can. By
thus expressing each variable in many diﬀerent ways in
terms of other variables, which in turn are expressed in
terms of yet other variables, etc., we will construct a rich
web of inferential relations. In the ideal case, this web
(which is grounded in the orderly structure of the
observed environment) will link each variable either
directly or via intermediaries to every other variable.
In the cortex, such learning of inferential relations can
be accomplished by making use of lateral connections
among cells within each cortical area and feedback
connections from higher-level cortical areas. Via these
connections pyramidal cells will have access to the
variables derived by other cells in the same and in higher
cortical areas. This means that the principal dendrites
will have additional information to use in learning how
to predict the outputs of the other dendrites on the same
cell. This way, each pyramidal cell will learn to determine the state of the environmental variable it represents
from many alternative and complementary lines of evidence, some direct, others circumstantial. The cortex, as
a whole, will capture the web of inferential relations
among the original and derived environmental variables
in its pattern of ascending, lateral, and feedback connections.
In this web all the discovered inferential relations will
be tied together into a single functional entity – an
inferential model of the observed environment (Ryder
2004). The basic mode of operation of such an inferential model is what might be called ‘‘ﬁlling in missing
parts of a picture’’. The ‘‘picture’’ is the model’s representation of the observed environment, cast in terms of
the observer-chosen variables (original and derived).
Faced with any particular situation, the observer will
obtain information about some of the environmental
variables from its sensors, thus establishing the picture’s
factual foundation. This will cause representations of the
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other variables to be ‘‘ﬁlled in’’ by way of their known
inferential relations to the observed variables, adding
new details to the emerging picture of the situation or
clarifying some fuzzy ones. These new details might
make it possible to infer the states of some other variables, which in turn might make it possible to infer yet
more variables, and so on, thus gradually elaborating
the picture of the situation with more and more details
inferred ﬂexibly and opportunistically from whatever
circumstantial information is at hand.
If the observer itself is active in the environment, then
its own needs, desires, intentions, and motor actions become important factors aﬀecting the environment. Consequently, these factors will be identiﬁed as inﬂuential
environmental variables by the observer and will be
incorporated into the web of inferential relations. In this
case, the observer becomes a part of its picture of the
observed environment, making its actions inferable from
what is present and what is desired. That is, the web of
inferential relations can be used not only to infer what has
happened, what is happening, and what will happen, but
also what should be done, i.e., how to reach the desired
goals. Possession of an internal inferential model will
enable the cortex ﬁrst to obtain from sensory organs some
information about a situation and, next to use its
knowledge of inferential relations among environmental
variables, to add more and more detail about that situation’s past, present, and (potentially action-involving)
future. Representations of inferred actions can then be
translated into actual physical actions in the environment.

where Ad;i is the activity of input source d; i and wd;i;h is
the weight of its connection onto the hidden unit h of
dendrite d. The activity of the output unit, i.e., the
output of dendrite d, is

3.2 Kitchen sink example

Dd ¼

Thus, representing each principal dendrite by an error
backpropagation net, we model a pyramidal cell as a trio
of backpropagating networks whose outputs are added
together to produce the cell’s output (Fig. 1). The cell’s
output is also used as the training signal for each dendrite. In this particular demonstration, each dendrite is
modeled as a standard backpropagation network
(Rumelhart et al. 1986) with one layer of 50 hidden units
and one output unit. Two of the dendrites, representing
basal dendrites of pyramidal cells, are given aﬀerent
inputs carrying information about the states of environmental variables. The third dendrite, representing the
apical dendrite of pyramidal cells, is given both aﬀerent
inputs and lateral inputs from other SINBAD cells. This
greater variety of inputs on the apical dendrite is intended to reﬂect the prominent convergence of aﬀerent,
lateral, and feedback connections on the apical dendrites
of the neocortical pyramidal cells, especially on their
terminal tufts (McGuire et al. 1991; Cauller 1995).
The activity of a hidden unit h in dendrite d is computed as a sigmoid function of the activities of its input
sources:
!
X
ð4Þ
wd;i;h  Ad;i ;
Hd;h ¼ tanh
i

50
X

wd;h  Hd;h ;

ð5Þ

h¼1

To illustrate the capabilities of a network of SINBAD
neurons to discover prominent factors in its sensory
environment and to develop an internal inferential
model of that environment, we set up a network of 15
SINBAD neurons and exposed it to kitchen sinks. For
simplicity, SINBAD cells in this exercise were given only
three dendrites. Our approach to modeling SINBAD
cells was shaped by the following consideration (Ryder
and Favorov 2001). Since we predict that principal
dendrites in a pyramidal cell should be able to teach each
other nonlinear input-to-output transfer functions, but
at this time we do not know its biophysical mechanism,
we cannot rely on a standard compartmental modeling
approach (Segev et al. 1989) to render the dendrites.
Instead, we represent each principal dendrite by an
error-backpropagating network (Rumelhart et al. 1986),
with the somal output as the training signal. The reason
for this choice is that according to our proposal, each
principal dendrite should be capable of learning, under
supervision by the other dendrites, functions over its
inputs that might be nonlinear. In this regard dendrites
resemble artiﬁcial backpropagation nets. Thus in our
model we substitute dendrites with what we believe are
their functional approximations. We have already used
this modeling approach to demonstrate the SINBAD
method of discovering inﬂuential environmental variables (Ryder and Favorov 2001).

where wd;h is the weight of the connection from the
hidden unit d; h to the output unit. The outputs of the
three dendrites are summated to produce the cell’s
output:
A ¼ D1 þ D2 þ D3 :

ð6Þ

Fig. 1. The SINBAD model of a neocortical pyramidal cell with three
dendrites connected to the soma (shown as a triangle). Each dendrite
is modeled as an error backpropagation network with one output unit
and a single layer of hidden units
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The cell’s output A is the principal contributor to the
training signal T , used to adjust the weights of
connections on the three dendrites. Additional factors
contributing to the training signal are: (i) the average
 driving the cell to have
output activity of the cell, A,

A ¼ 0; (ii) deviation of the current output activity from
 designed to expand the dynamic
the average, A  A,
range of output values; and (iii) lateral inhibition from
other SINBAD cells, I. Thus,
 I ;
T ¼ A  a  A þ b  ðA  AÞ

ð7Þ

where a and b are scaling coeﬃcients. Coeﬃcient b is
determined by the variability of the output activity: the
smaller the variability, the greater the value of b. It is
computed as
h
iþ

;
ð8Þ
b ¼ bmax  c  jA  Aj
where bmax and c are controlling parameters and [: ]þ
indicates that if the quantity is negative, the value is to
be taken as zero.
The somal inhibition I is computed as
X
w
ð9Þ
I ¼i
j  ðAj  Aj Þ ;
j

where i is a scaling constant and w
j , Aj , and Aj are the
somal inhibitory connection weight, activity, and average activity, respectively, of SINBAD cell j. The task of
somal inhibition is to drive SINBAD cells to tune to
diﬀerent features of the environment, thus maximizing
the number of environmental variables expressed by the
network as a whole. To accomplish this task, we follow
Foldiak (1990) and make these connections antiHebbian (see below). For simplicity and to emphasize
its dendrite-training function, somal inhibition in this
exercise does not contribute to the cell’s output but is
used only to adjust the training signal T .
The connections of the hidden units were adjusted
according to the error backpropagation algorithm of

Rumelhart et al. (1986). Speciﬁcally, the error signals dd
were ﬁrst computed for the three dendrites as
dd ¼ T  3  Dd :

ð10Þ

For the hidden units, d was backpropagated as
2
Þ :
dd;h ¼ dd  wd;h  ð1  Hd;h

ð11Þ

Connection weights were adjusted by
Dwd;i;h ¼ li  Ad;i  dd;h and
Dwd;h ¼ lh  Hd;h  dd ;

ð12Þ

where li and lh are learning rate constants for the input
and hidden unit connections. Somal inhibitory connections were adjusted by
h
i


¼
l

w
þ
ðA

A
Þ

ðA

AÞ
;
ð13Þ
Dw
j
j
s
j
j
where ls is a learning rate constant and w
j , Aj and Aj
are the somal inhibitory connection weight, activity, and
average activity, respectively, of presynaptic SINBAD
cell j. This synaptic learning rule is anti-Hebbian in its
eﬀect because it makes connection w
j track the covariance in activities of the two connected cells.
Turning to the design of the entire network, 15 such
SINBAD cells were organized into a single ‘‘cortical’’
layer (Fig. 2). The network was designed to observe,
sequentially, kitchen sinks of various possible conﬁgurations and states (as described in Sect. 2.1). Upon an
exposure to a sink, the sensory information about that
sink is transmitted to SINBAD cells via relay cells of the
‘‘thalamic’’ layer, with each thalamic cell reporting the
state of one of the sink variables. The thalamic layer
consists of seven cells, representing the seven observable
sink variables: DIRL and DIRR (directions to open the left
and right pipes), KPL and KPR (left and right knob
positions), HC (which pipe is hot), and FT and t (water
outﬂow and temperature). The two other important sink
variables – FL and FR (ﬂow of water in the two pipes) –

Fig. 2. The connectional diagram of the
SINBAD network. Thalamic and SINBAD
cells are shown as solid circles and triangles,
respectively, with their dendrites drawn as
miniature hidden layer-to-output unit nets.
For clarity, output connections are shown
only for one thalamic and one SINBAD cell
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are invisible, i.e., no thalamic cells represent them. The
central goal of this exercise is to demonstrate that
SINBAD cells will discover these two variables, as was
explained in Sect. 2, from observations of patterns of
activity in the thalamic cells.
For simplicity, in this demonstration exercise we do
not take advantage of the cortical topographic mapping
mechanisms, which were described in Sect. 2.3, to arrange the thalamic connections among the dendrites of
SINBAD cells. Instead, we distribute thalamic connections among SINBAD dendrites randomly, and thus not
as eﬃciently as might otherwise be possible. Speciﬁcally,
each thalamic cell connects to every SINBAD cell on the
apical dendrite and on one of that cell’s two basal dendrites, chosen randomly for each thalamocortical pair.
Thus, basal dendrites of diﬀerent SINBAD cells will
have aﬀerent connections from diﬀerent combinations
of thalamic cells. Furthermore, the two basal dendrites
on the same SINBAD cell will have connections from
diﬀerent thalamic cells and therefore will receive explicit
aﬀerent information about diﬀerent sink variables.
Consequently, in their search for correlated output
functions (as explained in Sect. 2.3), the two basal dendrites will have to discover and learn to respond to
whatever implicit information they have in common,
thus making this information explicit in the cell’s output.
In eﬀect, the basal dendrites will tune the cell to one of
the important variables of kitchen sinks.
SINBAD cells are interconnected via lateral connections, with each cell connecting to the apical dendrite of
every other cell. That means that each apical dendrite
receives all the aﬀerent information available from the
thalamic layer about the ‘‘visible’’ sink variables and all
the lateral information available from other SINBAD
cells about sink features discovered by them. In each
SINBAD cell, then, the apical dendrite will have the
most diverse and comprehensive information about the
sink, which it will use to compute the state of the sink
variable chosen for that cell by its basal dendrites. Thus,
in this demonstration the web of inferential relations
among sink variables (as described in Sect. 3.1) is captured in the SINBAD layer speciﬁcally by the net of its
apical connections.
SINBAD cells are also interconnected via inhibitory
somal connections, with each cell connecting to ﬁve
other, randomly chosen, SINBAD cells. The purpose of
these connections is to make SINBAD cells tune to
diﬀerent environmental variables. Finally, every SINBAD cell has a connection to every thalamic cell. This
feedback system of corticothalamic connections implements Mumford’s (1991) idea of the thalamus being
used by the cortex as a ‘‘blackboard,’’ on which the
cortex draws its interpretation of the attended subject. In
our use of this idea, the web of inferential relations
learned by the cortical network acts as an inferential
model of the outside world (Sect. 3.1), and this internal
model projects its picture of the outside world back onto
the thalamus, so that it can be returned again to the
cortex for another pass of inferential adjustment and
elaboration, and so on. This will enable the cortical
inferential model to ﬁll in holes, when they happen, in

the raw picture of the world that the thalamus receives
from its sensory channels. We will use this ‘‘ﬁlling in’’
function of corticothalamic feedback as a demonstration
of the inferential capabilities of the SINBAD network
(details in Sect. 3.3). (It should be remembered, however, that ﬁlling in occurs not only upon the thalamic
blackboard but also within the cortical network itself.)
To implement Mumford’s idea, each thalamic cell in
our demonstration is given a dendrite in the form of a
backpropagation network, identical to that used to
represent dendrites of SINBAD cells (4, 5). Hidden units
of this dendrite receive connections from all the
SINBAD cells. Further, aﬀerent inputs to thalamic cells
block their cortical feedback inputs. That is, when a
thalamic cell receives direct information from the outside world, it simply relays that information to the
cortical layer without any contribution from the feedback dendrite (i.e., the cell’s output is equal to the value
of the environmental variable it represents, scaled to
vary between 1 and þ1). But when the cell does not
receive information from the outside world, then it uses
its cortical feedback inputs (i.e., the cell’s output is equal
to the output of its feedback dendrite). The weights of
input connections to hidden units of the thalamic dendrites and of hidden unit connections to the output unit
are adjusted by the error backpropagation algorithm
(10–12), using as the training signal T the output of the
thalamic cell.
3.3 Simulation results
After initially setting all the adjustable connections to
randomly chosen strengths w’s (in 1.25 and 0.05
ranges for input and hidden connections, respectively),
the network was exposed to sinks of varying conﬁgurations of pipes and valves, knob positions, and resulting
water outputs. Each sink exposure lasted eight time
steps, during which the states of the SINBAD cells and
the thalamic dendrites were computed iteratively from
their previous states, thus giving lateral interactions
among SINBAD cells time to express themselves. Eight
time steps were suﬃcient for the network to settle into a
stable state. After the eighth time step, all the cortical
and thalamic connections were adjusted according to the
learning algorithms described in Sect. 3.2.
To let the network exercise its inferential skills, on
50% of the sink exposures one of the sink variables –
chosen at random – was not shown to the network, i.e.,
one of the thalamic cells was not given the state of the
sink variable it represents, instead being made to use
cortical feedback to its dendrite to determine its output.
Such partial sink exposures were interspersed randomly
among full exposures. Many simulation runs of the
network were performed using diﬀerent randomly chosen distributions of thalamic connections on the basal
dendrites of SINBAD cells, diﬀerent initial connection
weights, and diﬀerent random series of sink exposures.
The aim of the simulation runs was to answer the following central questions: (i) Will the basal dendrites of a
SINBAD cell learn to correlate their outputs? (ii) Will
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any of the SINBAD cells discover the hidden, but
causally central, sink variables FL and FR ? (iii) Will the
network develop an eﬀective inferential model of kitchen
sinks?
Figure 3 shows the progress of SINBAD cells’
learning during a representative simulation run. It plots,
for each of the 15 SINBAD cells, the correlation coefﬁcient between outputs of the cell’s two basal dendrites
as a function of time from the start of the learning
period. This plot shows that dendrites in each cell
gradually discovered something in common, since their
correlations grew with time. Eventually a majority of
dendrites learned to match each other fully. The
remaining dendrites learned to predict each other’s
activity only partially, due to limitations on the inputs
available to them (for example, the least successful cell
by chance was assigned FT , t , KPR inputs to go to one
basal dendrite and HC, DIRL , DIRR , KPL to go to the
other basal dendrite, thus not giving them enough mutual information to produce fully correlated outputs).
The next question is: What was it that the basal
dendrites discovered they had in common? It turns out
that nine SINBAD cells tuned to the original sink
variables, already represented by thalamic cells, such as
t , DIRL , KPL , etc. (see Fig. 4 for an example). Two other
SINBAD cells discovered the two hidden variables of
central signiﬁcance to sink functioning. That is, as Fig. 4
shows, one cell tuned to the water ﬂow in the left pipe
(FL ) and the other cell tuned to the water ﬂow in the
right pipe (FR ). This discovery of hidden, but function-

Fig. 3. Learning performance of the basal dendrites of SINBAD cells,
exposed to a sequence of 20,000 sinks. For each of the 15 SINBAD
cells, the correlation coeﬃcient between the outputs of the cell’s two
basal dendrites is plotted as a function of the number of exposures to
sinks. Network parameters used in this simulation: a ¼ 0:02,
bmax ¼ 0:6, c ¼ 0:5, li ¼ 4, lh ¼ 0:002, ls ¼ 0:01, i ¼ 0:5

Fig. 4. Tuning of three sample SINBAD cells to sink variables,
acquired in the course of sink exposures shown in Fig. 3. Cell #6 (left
plot) tuned to one of the original variables, KPL , the left knob position.
Cells #7 (middle) and #3 (right) tuned to hidden variables FL and FR ,
the water ﬂows in the left and the right pipes, respectively

ally and therefore inferentially signiﬁcant, environmental variables is the central accomplishment of this
modeling demonstration. Finally, the remaining four
cells failed to tune to a single sink variable and instead
tuned to some not easily interpretable nonlinear functions of multiple sink variables. These are the cells whose
basal dendrites could not learn to produce fully correlated outputs due to limitations of their inputs (Fig. 3).
Apparently, tuning to nonlinear functions of multiple
sink variables allowed their dendrites to get the best
correlations out of their poorly matched inputs. Which
of the 15 SINBAD cells tune to which of the sink variables and which of the cells tune to multivariable functions varies randomly from one simulation run to
another as a direct consequence of the random assignment of the thalamic connections on the basal dendrites
of the SINBAD cells.
The ﬁnal question is: Did the SINBAD network
develop an eﬀective inferential model of kitchen sinks?
Such an internal model will be diﬃcult to demonstrate
directly because it will be distributed in the pattern of
lateral connections among the SINBAD cells. However,
we should be able to observe it through its eﬀects by
providing the thalamic layer with incomplete sink
information. In such a situation we should expect the
internal sink model to ﬁll in the withheld information by
inferring it from the provided items. And since the
SINBAD layer projects its representation of the outside
world back onto the thalamic layer, a thalamic cell that
was denied the external information about the state of
the sink variable it represents should nevertheless represent that state more or less accurately, informed about
it by the SINBAD layer.
Representative examples of such inferential recovery
of withheld information are shown in Fig. 5. Each plot
there shows responses of one thalamic cell to sink
exposures in which that cell was not given direct input
from the outside world. In those exposures, then, the
cell’s output was determined by its cortical feedback.
The cells shown in Fig. 5 are the thalamic cells that received from the outside and relayed to the cortical layer
the states of sink variables KPL , FT , and t (the left knob
position, water outﬂow, and its temperature). Each cell’s
responses are plotted as a function of the actual state of
the withheld sink variable during that sink exposure.
The plots show that the cells’ inferred representations of

Fig. 5. Inferential performance of the SINBAD network, acquired in
the course of sink exposures shown in Fig. 3. Each panel shows the
responses of one of the thalamic cells during sink exposures in which
that cell was not given external input, being driven instead exclusively
by its feedback inputs from SINBAD cells. These responses are
plotted against actual values of the withdrawn sink variable to show
the accuracy of the inferred estimates
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the withheld sink variables closely match their actual
states (with a correlation coeﬃcient above 0.96). The
other four thalamic cells, not shown in Fig. 5, matched
just as closely their inferred representations with the
actual states of their variables. Thus, whenever the network was not informed about one of the sink variables
on a particular exposure to a sink, the SINBAD cells
were able to infer accurately the state of that variable
from the known states of the other variables and made
the aﬀected thalamic cell represent that inferred estimate, thus completing the thalamic representation of the
observed sink.
The fully successful network simulation run described
in Figs. 3–5 is representative of half of our simulation
runs. In the other half, the internal model was less
accurate in its estimation of one, or sometimes several,
of the sink variables. As an example, in one of the worst
simulation runs, ﬁve SINBAD cells tuned to the same
sink variable KPL , one cell tuned to t , and one cell tuned
to DIRL . Three other cells discovered the same hidden
variable FL , and one cell discovered hidden variable FR .
The remaining four SINBAD cells tuned to not easily
interpretable nonlinear functions of multiple sink variables. An occasional result like this is to be expected,
given the random assignment of input connections. The
choice of what sink variable a SINBAD cell can tune to
is greatly constrained by how the thalamic inputs are
split between its two basal dendrites. In this simulation
run, it happened that by random coincidence many
SINBAD cells were given similar distributions of thalamic inputs on their basal dendrites. This left them no
other choice but to tune to the same sink variable,
swamping the eﬀect of anti-Hebbian inhibition among
them.
Because in this simulation run the SINBAD layer
came to excessively overrepresent variables KPL and FL
while losing information about DIRR and KPR , the network could develop only a limited internal model of
kitchen sinks. When this internal model was tested on its
ability to infer withheld information, it had a mixed
performance (Fig. 6). Speciﬁcally, the network was not
able to estimate at all the withheld states of variables
DIRR and KPR and gave a poor estimate of FT . But, on
the other hand, it had fair estimates of t , HC, and DIRL
and an excellent estimate of KPL (Fig. 6). Such a relatively poor performance was rare, however, among
simulation runs; more typically among the less than
perfect runs the network suﬀered degradation of its
ability to estimate just one or two sink variables. This
indicates that the ability of the SINBAD layer to develop an internal model of the environment is robust and
exhibits graceful, rather than catastrophic, degradation
under adverse conditions. The adverse conditions in our
simulations were a consequence of our random assignment of thalamic connections to pairs of basal dendrites
of SINBAD cells, the method that we chose in this study
for its simplicity, despite its ineﬃciency. Whether there
are more eﬃcient alternatives to such random connection assignments is an important subject that remains to
be explored. (However, for the cerebral cortex it is certainly possible that topographically constrained random

Fig. 6. Inferential performance of the SINBAD network in one of the
worst simulation runs. Each panel shows the responses of one of the
thalamic cells during sink exposures in which that cell was not given
external input, being driven instead exclusively by its feedback inputs
from SINBAD cells. These responses are plotted against actual values
of the withdrawn sink variable to show the accuracy of the inferred
estimates

assignment might be unproblematic in natural, informationally rich environments with large numbers of
hidden variables to be discovered.)
To conclude, the results of these simulations demonstrate that a network of SINBAD neurons can indeed
discover inferentially signiﬁcant factors in the outside
world. It can also learn the nonlinear orderly relations
that exist there and can use knowledge of these relations
to infer information not provided directly by sensory
inputs.
4 Conclusion
The SINBAD hypothesis oﬀers a general solution – in
the form of a computational approach (the ‘‘mining’’ of
correlated functions) as well as its tentative cellular
implementation – for one of the most profound and
most challenging problems in cortical function: How
does the cortex discover and make use of regularities in
its sensory environment? The hypothesis ties together
several major ideas in the recent literature: ‘‘trading
representation against computation’’ of Clark and
Thornton (1997), ‘‘suspicious coincidences’’ of Barlow
(1992), mutual information maximization, IMAX, of
Becker and Hinton (1992), and ‘‘contextual guidance’’ of
learning in pyramidal cells of Phillips and Singer (1997).
It addresses the most fundamental impediment to
discovering regularities in spatiotemporal patterns of
sensory receptor activities, namely, that behaviorally
signiﬁcant regularities are, typically, relations that are
orders of complexity removed from raw sensory inputs.
The hypothesis identiﬁes the basic computational
approach to dealing with this diﬃculty through the
incremental learning of regularity-simplifying environmental variables that are deeply hidden in sensory
patterns. At the implementation level, the hypothesis
oﬀers a cellular mechanism for implementing this
approach in the dendrites of pyramidal cells and
suggests how a network of SINBAD neurons can learn
to function as a model of the outside world.
The SINBAD view of neocortical pyramidal cells is a
hypothesis that is primarily motivated by (i) the fundamental need for the brain to discover and represent
explicitly inﬂuential environmental variables, (ii) the
availability of a computational strategy to discover such
variables (the method of mining correlated functions),
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and (iii) the suitable candidacy of single pyramidal cells
for implementing this mechanism. The core of the
SINBAD idea is the proposed presence in pyramidal
cells of two or more dendritic sectors that (i) receive
diﬀerent inputs and (ii) teach each other to produce
correlated outputs by performing nonlinear integration
of their inputs. This last requirement – that the dendritic
sectors be capable of learning nonlinear input-to-output
transfer functions – is imperative if pyramidal cells are to
discover novel orderly features of the environment.
Unfortunately, while dendrites are known to be nonlinear integrators (Mel 1994; Häusser et al. 2000; Koch
and Segev 2000; Segev and London 2000), and that
plasticity aﬀects their nonlinear integrative properties
(Wang et al. 2003), the question of whether they can be
taught nonlinear functions by spikes backpropagating
into them from the soma has not yet been addressed
experimentally. For the SINBAD hypothesis this is, at
present, the most important experimental question.
The other biological details of our SINBAD model
are more suggestive than deﬁnitive. They should be
viewed as our ﬁrst attempt at interpreting cortical
organization in the light of the computational mechanism, mining correlated functions, that forms the core of
the SINBAD proposal. These details depend on the
identity of the postulated mutually teaching dendritic
sectors of pyramidal cells. In this paper we identify these
sectors with the principal dendrites (i.e., each of the
dendritic trees that grow from the soma). However,
while principal dendrites are our preferred candidates
for this role, other possibilities exist as well, among
them: (i) proximal vs. distal dendrites, (ii) basal dendrites together as a single sector vs. the apical dendrite,
or (iii) the terminal tuft of the apical dendrite vs. the rest
of the dendrites. The ﬁnal resolution of this question will
have to be determined experimentally.
Overall, we hope that the questions we raise in this
paper concerning the distribution of synaptic inputs on
the dendritic trees of neocortical pyramidal cells, dendritic integration, the function of synaptic learning, the
aim of cell tuning, and the cortical learning of environmental regularities will lead to a new, regularities-centered conceptual framework for the analysis of cortical
structure and function. We also hope this will lead to
new ideas, understanding, and experimental exploration
of dendritic physiology and dendritic information processing as well as cortical operation in general.
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